Call for Charismatic Educators: TESOL YouTube Teaching Team

February 2024

Join the TESOL YouTube Teaching Team!

✓ Are you a dynamic educator with a knack for making complex concepts crystal clear?
✓ Do you love demystifying English language teaching?
✓ Do you consider teaching an exhilarating adventure?

Then step into the spotlight and join the TESOL YouTube Teaching Team. We’re searching for several passionate, charismatic, tech-savvy English language teaching professionals to spearhead our new YouTube series (“How to Teach English”). Each video will empower English language educators worldwide to teach a specific, discrete language skill.

This is your chance to:

• Share your passion and expertise with a global audience.
• Develop and film several short (3–4 minute), engaging “how to teach” videos.
• Become a trusted guide and mentor for educators on their English teaching journey.

Video titles and content are predetermined. The videos will be developed over a 3-month period, starting as soon as possible, with expected posting by August 2024. Video editing provided.

**Commitment to Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Access (DEIA):** TESOL values and seeks diverse and inclusive participation within the field of English language teaching and is committed to upholding antiracist and antidiscrimination policies and practices within the association. We encourage applicants to indicate how their expression of interest contributes to TESOL's DEIA commitment.

Help us make the teaching of English more fun, effective, and accessible for students of all ages and backgrounds. Apply now and let your passion for English take center stage!

Compensation: All contractors are under contract to TESOL and receive 1 year of TESOL membership, one free TESOL e-book, and paid compensation (US$50 per video). Four to Six videos to start, with the possibility of an extended contract.

Interested writers should fill out this survey online. Required submission items include:

• an expression of interest (including your areas of teaching interest),
• a brief bio and your CV, and
• one 2-minute video of you explaining how to teach the past perfect.

**Deadline for submissions: 1 April 2024**

TESOL will contact only those individuals whose applications best suit our requirements, no later than 30 April 2024.